
Meeting Minutes 05 
Date: 5 September 2018 
Attendees: Charmian, Clement, Vanessa 
Absent: Jasmine, Chaw, Yuqi 
 
Agenda: 

1. Midterm Slides content run through 
2. Clarification for Midterm Slides 

a. Technical Complexity 
b. Demo 
c. SIT - Full name of the word 
d. Stakeholders 

3. Demo features: TOL, SPOT, Pagination, Sort by & Filter 
 
 
Midterm Slides: 

1. Stakeholders: do we need to include Supervisor?  Yes 
2. Problem & Solution: Need to redo slides / improve presentation. Do not just read out word for 

word. Let reviewers read, but you present it in another way. 
3. Market Analysis: Ok, but can include the fact that they do not require configuration/set up. 

Modified the conclusion for market analysis, so that cost is not mentioned in the slides. 
4. Project Scope:  

a. Bring to the front in introduction because it will help reviewers to understand what’s the 
scope of the project. 

b. Change the title to Original vs Current 
5. Demo:  

a. Demo to try showcase all the components of our project, all within 15 mins 
b. Do a life cycle concept. “A day in a life of CPAS” Eg. Start with lifecycle of onboarding 

process → feedback to onboarding → give kudos to someone on TOL → etc... 
6. #Showcase of features from previous Iteration(Admin & Employee): 

a. TOL:  
i. To include a list of restricted word and conduct validation for appreciation note 

submitted as it may end up becoming a tree of hate. 
ii. If it is the scenario where only employee can view notes sent to them only, some 

employee may feel sad that there’s no note on their tree when they see their 
colleagues having it. However, this can be a form of encouraging employees to do 
better, for example being nicer to someone, etc.  
“Recognise excellent customer service standards, significant improvements made, 
extra mile efforts, extend helping hand, exemplary behaviours and demonstration 
of CPAS's Values.” 

b. SPOT: 
i. Suggestion by Prof Alan to include photo during registration  
ii. For the dropdown list of “Select User” - Because CPAS have 233 employees, Prof 

Alan to suggest having search function (Suggestive when typed the name), which 
is similar to what Jessica have commented during the UAT1 

 
 
 



7. Technical Complexity: 
We have to illustrate the design of our project that is complex, such as algorithm. (Ajax is not 
considered complex). Since our project does not have much complexity, Prof Alan suggest to not 
even put into the midterm presentation slide. It’s better to not put than to put something that end 
up isn’t complex and spend time explaining/justifying what we had put is considered complex. 

a. What not to include:  
i. Not technical challenges faced  
ii. Not things like “implementing libraries, talking to people and solving it) 

8. Architecture Diagram: 
What we have now is currently a technical diagram. We should be coming up with a diagram that 
shows the layer of architecture. Eg. if we used MVC, we need to show them in different layers. 
Eg. For Modal -> what entity, class, DAO?  
 

9. User Test Result: 
Remove the word “Acceptance”, because we did not get them to sign off anything. May result in 
contract related issue. 
 

10. Project Management: 
a. Project Timeline: 

i. Project Timeline to have to Original vs Current 
ii. For milestones, draw another line out to show it. Don’t put it together with the 

features.  
iii. Change “Testing” to all Milestone and highlight it in the same color. 
iv. For original and current, the style must be the same 
v. Remove the orange circle highlighted for milestone 

b. Task Metric: 
i. I have only indicated what happened in that iteration that caused a 53% in ™ 

score. I need to explain what i learn from that, how do i make adjustment, what 
can i do to avoid it the next time. 

c. Effort Metric: 
i. To try keep the actual man hour same as or below iteration 7. 
ii. Stop the line at the current iteration, don’t include “0” value in the graph 
iii. Because we have more members, we have more available man hours. If it’s high 

it would meant pair programming is done. 
d. SIT ( System Integration Testing) 

i. Make it as last 2 steps in the schedule, do SIT and then deployment. 
ii. Can just put is as Regression Testing 
iii. Once 1 of the test cases fail, the whole feature is considered failed. 

If previously it passed, and suddenly next iteration it fail, this means that maybe 
we introduce the new feature, it broke/affected the failed feature. 

Feature Group No. of Test 
case 

1 2 3 

Login/Logout 10 PASS PASS PASS 

Tree of Love 12  PASS FAIL 

SPOT 8   PASS 

Total 30    
 



11. Change Management: 
a. It should be the process, such as the workflow. It is not the log. 

 
*NOTE: No Supervisor Meeting for now, unless we need to meet him to discuss. Currently, we are doing 
good. 
 

S/N Task Assigned To Due Date 

1.  Make all the amendments for 
the slides 

Charmian 23 September 2018 

 
 
Minutes taken by: Charmian Teo, 3:00PM 

  



 


